
Property Organization (WIPO) and the World Trade Organization (V/TO). Regardless, copyright
Iaw is based on two broad categories: (i) positive law theory, Le., copyright laws are to achieve
social utility; and (àl) natural Iaw theory, L.e., universal law directs our conduct. Mr. Handa
outlined that there are two methods of protecting copyright: (i) the "copy-right" system, L.e., the
right to copy (mostly exercised i the common law jurisdictions); and (fi) the "droit d'auteur"
systeni, Le., the right of the author to control the use of his or her work. The Canadian copyright
regimne is a combination of utilitarian and economie approacb, while the U.S. law is primarfly
concerned with economics.

Ysolde Gendreau spoke about the infringemnent of copyright laws resulting from the rise of the
Internet. Grave issues arise when copyright violation takes place in a foreign jurisdiction.
International intellectual property agreements provide limited remedies to such a problen.
Agreements such as the Berne Convention and the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property (TRIPS) provide some substantive minimum standards for copyright laws.
However, rights are defined broadly, providing wide discretion to countries for enforcement. The
contlict of Iaw provisions however minimize some differences between national copyright
reginies. Ms. Gendreau pomnted out that the lack of a uniforni iternational regimne lias resulted in
regional agreements, sucli as directives under the European Union, the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the Andean Pact. The greatest challenge is the barmonization
between international agreements (the top-down approach) and regional agreements (the bottomi-
up approacli). The international approach, however, will bave a greater impact on the
proliferation of copyright laws.

Mark Hayes shared bis experience in the iCraveTV legal dispute. The iCraveTV dispute raised
some serious jurisdictional issues. Essentially, iCraveTV set up a web site to retransmit TV
programming over the Internet. The retransmiàssion of a broadcast is not illegal under the
Canadian law. However, such retransmission is contrary to American law unless royalties are
paid to the copyright holder. iCraveTV was shut down because à was not restricted to the
viewers in Canada. This dispute maises the question: Do U.S. courts bave the jurisdiction to take
action against a Canadian Internet entity that is in violation of U.S. laws? Accordiniz to Mr.


